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Diamond Head looks down as
refreshment flavors recreation
Where the blue Pacific caresses Waikiki
••. where holiday enchantment vies

...__,../----.____ ~---..,~·-

with workaday reality, Coca-Cola reminds the state-side visitor

of

home .. . affords the islander an added fillip to his celebrated hospitality.
And naturally so.- For Coca-Cola delights
. .....,_ ....---- •

the knowing everywhere who like to flavor work

Reprints of the pictu re in this advertisement, without the adver•
tising text, for use in your classroom will be sent free upon
request. Address: The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
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PROGRESS IN EDUCATION
One hundred years of growth and progress in education is being called
to the attention of Texans this year. Through pageants, parades, lectures,
news stories, radio and television programs, and every available mediathe story of educational progress in Texas since 1854 is being told. In this
issue of the TEXAS STANDARD, we present the Negro phase of this
development.
Our schools separate, but never equal, have ccme a long way in the
direction of the goal of equal opportunity for all. From the Freedmen
Schools of the early 70's to the modern educational plants of 1954; from
readin', writin', and 'rithmetic taught by any means that could be improvised, to the modern curricula of today's schools; from slates and blue back
spellers to free textbooks and well equipped libraries; from meager beginnings in higher education to the vast opportunities offered by the
University of Texas-our progress has been noteworthy and inspiring.
Articles in this issue: "Freedmen Schools," "Galveston's Central High,"
"The Young and the Brave," "Not Without Struggle," and others, point
up our present position and the road over which we have come.
Today, Negro youth stand on a threshold of progress undreamed of
by our forefathers. They have many opportunities, some so new that
we do not yet grasp their full meaning .
Only through proper understanding and careful guidance can this
progress be of ultimate benefit and value to ourselves and the world.
-Leslie J. White
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The Freedmen School
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The origins of public education for
Negroes in Texas are bound up in
the development of public education
in general in the state. No more
eloquent testimony is needed for the
strength of the American tradition
of public education in the minds of
those who migrated into the new
region which we now call Texas
than the persistent drive for its realization from the very first to the
present day.
In 1833, by a law of the newly
established government in Mexico,
in the states of Coahuila and Texas
all children were to be trained in
the Catholic schools. Stephen F.
Austin's reply to this edict was, "we
want free schools for our children."
So strong indeed was this notion of
free education that it appears in the
flaming words of the Declaration of
Independence of the Province of
Texas in 1835 thus:
It has failed to establish a public system of education, although
possessed of almost boundless
resources in the public domain,
and although it is an axiom of
political science that unless a
people are educated and enlightened it is idle to expect the continuance of civil liberty or the
capacity of self government.
That this was no picking for expedience to justify revolution, we
find validation of the basic idea in
the 1936 constitution of the Republic.
It was declared in that instrument
that "It shall be the duty of Congress, as soon as circumstances will
permit, to provide by law a general
system of education."'
On January 26, 1839, the Legislature of the Republic made provision for future free schools by
TEXAS STANDARD

By CEORCE RUBLE WOOLFOLK
Professor of History and Chairman,
The Executive Committee
On Research
Prairie View A&M College
giving each organized county three
leagues of land, divided into tracts
of 160 acres each, for the purpose
of establishing a primary school or
academy in the county. The following year a further donation of one
league was made to each county!
The lands thus stipulated, were,
if possible, to be located in the
county involved; and if not, were,
the expense of the survey to be
borne by the county involved, to be
taken from the public lands of the
republic. These prov1s10ns were
closely akin to those which, from
the year 1787, have prevailed in the
United States for giving in each
township of new states or territories
one or more sections of land "for the
use of schools"-the 16th section up
to 1848, the 16th and 36th since that
time---or land equivalent to them.
Apparently following further . the
known policy of the United States,
Texas, in the same act, devoted a
tract of fifty leagues of land to the
establishment and endowment of two
colleges or universities thereafter to
be created, the cost of surveying this
tract to be taken from the general
treasury.
To provide for the execution of
this 1839 expression of the American
belief in education, the Legislature
of the Republic passed an act on
February 5, 1840, making the Chief
Justice and two associate justices
of each county ex officio a board
of school commissioners for the
county. The school commissioners
were empowered to make the proper

NUMBER 2

The Beginning of Public
Education for Negroes
In Texas
disposition of the school lands, organize the school districts, inspect
the schools, and examine, for the
purposes of certification, the teachers to be employed in the county
schools and academies.'
As if the great bounty of the Texas
lands, as granted in the legislation
of 1839 and 1840, was not sufficient
evidence that the people of Texas
were committed to the principle of
public education, the constitution
under which Texas entered the
Union in 1845 declared it to be the
duty of the Legislature to make
suitable provisions for maintenance
of public schools. Said the instrument:
The Legislature shall, as early
as practicable, establish free
schools throughout the state,
and shall furnish means for their
support by taxation on property;
and it shall be the duty of the
legislature to set apart not less
than one tenth of the annual
revenue of the state derived
from taxation as a perpetual
fund, which fund shall be appropriated to the support of free
public schools, and no law shall
ever be made diverting said
fund to any other use.
•

Continued on Page 24

1 A . D. Mayo, "The Common School in the
Southern States Beyond the Mississippi River,
From 1830 to 1860," Report of the Commissioner
of Education, 1900-1901 (Government Printing
Office, Washington , 1902), pp. 394-401.
2 The Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Year 1876. (Government Printing
Office. Washington, 1878), pp. 383-386. Herein-after cited, Commissioner of Education, year
a It is interesting to note that the COIIMtlon
school teachers were required to show competence in reading, writing, English grammar,
arithmetic and geography. The teachers in the
academies had to be graduates of colleges and
universities. See also A . D . Ma;vo, "The American Common School in the Southern States
Durinir the First Half Century of the Republ'\c,
1790-1840," Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Year 1895-96 (Government Printing Office, Washington , 1897 ), pp. 325-328.
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Guidance the Key to Our Program.
The Counselor Listens in a Cheerful and Colorful Atmosphere.

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
Gal1Teston
In Building and Program Central Reflects Progress As Texas Enters Its Second
Century of Public School Education
Sixty eight years and 14 blocks
separate the imposing structure seen
on the cover page and the shack
that was Galveston's and Texas' first
high school for Negroes (page 5) .
Between these two buildings may be
found a story of progress in the education of Negroes in Texas.
In its structure and its program
Galveston's new Central High
School represents the ultimate in
achievement, as Texas notes the first
one hundred years of its public
school system.
It was on September 15, 1885,
that the first public school in Galveston was organized. Previously the
only organized schools available to
Negroes in this area were those
sponsored by the Freedman's Bureau and the American Missionary
Society.
This first school located on the
Southeast corner of 16th Street and
Avenue L , began its work with 125
students and three teachers. John
Waring was its principal. Central
w as established as a high school in
FOUR

A Conference Period When Students, Teachers, Administrative Personnel and
Consultants Exchange Ideas.
TEXAS STANDARD
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FIRST CENTRAL
First High School in Texas
for Negroes.

•
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1886, when J. R. Gibson became the
principal and the site was moved to
15th Street and Avenue N.
In 1893 a third milestone was
reached when Central occupied its
first brick structure. This building
was located at 26th and Avenue M,
which remained the site of the high
school until the present building was
occupied this school term.
Since its organization as the first
high school in Texas for Negroes,
Central has had three principals, J .
R. Gibson, 1886-1936; W. J. Mason,
1936-1941, and L. A. Morgan the
present principal, who began his
tenure in 1941.
During the administration of each
of its principals, Central has moved
ahead toward the goal to which it
was dedicated in 1885. The purpose
of the school then as now, was to
serve both the youth and the community.
This it has done by continuously
improving its program and adding to
its physical plant. Principal Morgan
says, "We now look upon the first
course of study-reading, writing,
arithmetic, spelling, rhetoric, music,
physical training-as an humble beginning. These were definitely the
needs of the time. Inevitable changes
in the community and its people
have made it necessary to expand
the curriculum to meet the needs
of the people it serves."
The present building which was
formally dedicated on February 4
contains expanded facilities for the
teaching of English, Speech, Dramatics, Public Speaking, Debate,
and Radio Speech. Special rooms
and equipment have been provided
for instruction in General Mathematics, Algebra, Commercial Arithmetic. Geometry, Trigonometry, and
l'EXAS STANDARD

A Well Equipped Library.

A Central High School Class Before 1900.

The first Central High School Band in the early

1900'■•

FIVE

Advanced Arithmetic. The Social
Studies : World History, American
History, American Government, and
Economics have not been neglected.
Classrooms, gymnasia, and a
swimming pool have been provided
for instruction in health and physical education. The science laboratories where General Science, Biology, Chemistry, and Physics are
taught are of the latest functional
design. Home and Family Life Education for girls and boys is offered
in most modern facility. The Shop
Section providing for training in
woodwork, metalwork, drafting, and
auto-mechanics are of special design.

A Science Group at Work in the Chemistry Laboratory.

Standing. left to right: Mr. J. L. Sweatt. Jr..

Mr. L. A. Morgan, Principal; Mr. C. James.
Mr. F. Windom, Jr. Seated, left to right: Miss
I . C. Walker. Mr. H. L. Dansby; members of
the Texas Academy of Science.

One Section of a Class in Band in 1954.

The Central High School Science Club was admitted to the Texas Academy of Science on November 7, 1953.

Music has been amply provided for
with a spacious band-room, a choral
room, and separate practice rooms.
Of special interest are provisions
for instruction in courses entirely
new to the curriculum of Central
High School. The Art laboratory is
unique is design and appointment.
Business Education has been added
with provisions for the teaching of
Typing, Bookkeeping, Commercial
Law and Office Practice. Nor have
the trades been neglected. Special
laboratories are included for Trade
Sewing, Commercial Cooking, and
Cleaning and Pressing.
Total construction cost of this
building was $1,936,846.00. Furniture and equipment are provided at
a cost of $177,906.00. The total floor
area is 133,379 square feet. The
auditorium and gymnasium will
each seat 1,000. The modern cafeteria will accommodate 400. Teaching facilities are provided for an
enrollment of 1,000.
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The Negro and the Unil'ersit)' of Texas in 1954:

A PULSE OF TOLERANCE
(Ed itor 's Note : The writer himself is a
Negro s tudent at the University of Texas.)

On July 7, 1950, two quiet, welldressed men, one a young man, the
other a middle-aged chap, wended
their paths through the mild registration chaos at the University of
Texas.
They were not together; they had
never met. But by coincidence, they
entered the spacious gym, scene of
registration, nearly simultaneously.
Both men were nervous, both
perspired-and both had dark skin.
The other registrants and the assistants in the gym observed with
quiet wonder. It was happening.
Two Negroes, speaking only when
spoken to, became bona fide students
in the University of Texas.
What did it mean?
Two days before the late Mr. Chief
Justice Fred M. Vinson delivered
the unanimous decision of the United
States Supreme Court: "The State
(Texas) must provide (legal) education for (petitioner) in conformity
with the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment and
provide it as soon as it does for
applicants of any other group."
Today, there are approximately 70
Negroes, out of 13,000 students, enr olled on the main campus of the
University of Texas at Austin.
Officially, the University's current
Negro enrollment is anybody's guess.
When a Negro student registers in
this southern institution, he is not
required to indicate his race on any
application or registration forms.
Officials at the 70-year-old university believe the best method to use
in promoting racial tolerance on the
campus is to assume there is no
problem. "Do not treat them differently to what other students are
treated," one faculty member puts
it .
Negro students move freely on the
University's "forty acres" campus:
classrooms, libraries, eating and
quartering facilities are unrestricted. "I always sit in the front row
in m y classes because I don't want
to miss anything the instructor says,"
declared Jafus Cavil, Waco. It is a
common sight to see a Negro student
at the many Saturday afternoon footE IGHT

ball games bellowing, "The Eyes of
Texas Are Upon You," and swapping shop-talk or popcorn with a
white student in the student reserve
section.
There are two Negroes in national
organizations: one in the Alpha
Kappa Delta, honorary scholarship
society in sociology; and the other,
Sigma Iota Epsilon, honorary management fraternity . And if they
care to, they join various departmental organizations and social
functions , such as the Department of
Electrical
Engineering's
"open
house," and the Department of Physical and Health Education's "cook
out."
Academically, there has been no
proven instances of a University instructor discriminating a Negro
student by grading him partially or
by singling him out in any way in
class discussions. On the other
hand, Negroes are not singled out
for special sympathy from instructors.
The professor who once depended
on his plantation gentleman "rearing" and made a point of conforming
to the South's tradition-pattern of
behavior in the classroom, has censored his Dixieland jests and quips
and says Negro instead of " nigger."
The day-to-day relationships between Negro and white students is
cordial and natural. White students
neither ostracize nor make over their
Negro classmates; in short, they are
accepted on their individuality, not
racial attributes.
The best example of racial tolerance at the University of Texas
occurred when Bob Giles, the first
and only Negro in the School of
Journalism, was designated one of
the two graduate recipients of the
Jesse H. Jones Scholarship in Journalism for 1953-54. A graduate of
the College of Saint Thomas, St.
Paul, Minnesota, Bob was, in the
fall semester, exchange editor and
editorial writer for The Daily Texan,
the University's student newspaper.
But this task wasn't enough for the
journalism aspirant; he was also advisory editor for The Newsman, the
Newman Foundation newspaper.

Bob is a veteran of three years
service in the Army Medical Corps
and hails from Silsbee.
But Bob is just one of the new
crop of the young and the brave
Negro students who are demonstrating the falsity of the old concept
that Negro students at the University are "only interested in studying
education and law." Take debonair,
easy-going Jafus Cavil. Jafus is not
only the first and only Negro in bacteriology but he has the distinction
of being the only Negro student
living on the University campusand likes the convenient location. He
has encountered no hostility; but
he has to fight his dorm fellows
away from his door daily: he is an
avid bridge participant and bullsession artist. When Jafus can break
away from the "boys" and test tubes,
he attends the University's Young
Democrats meetings and rallies.
·originally from Cameron, J afus
has his home in Waco. He is married and has a 6-year-old son, who
are living at the Waco home. He
obtained his bachelor of science degree from Prairie View A&M College; then came a stint in the Army.
Finally, "I left the service because
I found out I couldn't make a contribution to mankind while I remained in it- selfish to make the
Army a career," Jafus confirmed.
A survey recently conducted by
two journalism students of faculty
members gives a roundup of evidence in support of racial tolerance
at the University of Texas:
Dean, the School of Law: "Negroes have been accepted by the
other students without question, and
we have had no incidents resulting
from their admission. White students accept them just as they would
any other student as regards the
normal scholastic activities.
" Negro students participate freely
in the classes. I call on them and
deal with them in the i;ame way that
I deal with all other students, and
I have noted in my classes that some
of them participate freely and some
do not; but the same is true as r_e gards white students. Some students
•

Continued on Page 26
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that of correct speech and intelligent listening,-Mrs. M. E. Brown
Rollins School.
'
Teachers pooled their instructional aids in a unique exhibit for
parents and visiting teachers recently. These aids ranged from "teacherpupil made" word-picture cards to
the commercial radio, film-strip and
movie projectors. A film strip in
color on the "Teaching of Phonetics"
was shown by Miss F . M. Jones,
Southside School.
During our January meeting, Miss
Fleming, our speech teacher, gave
informative talks on " Better Speech
in the School Program," with special
emphasis on phonics and diacritical
marking.

LONGVIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
PROVIDE VARIED EXPERIENCES

•

For a city of its size the Longview
Elementary Schools have an instructional program second to none in the
state. There are four Elementary
Schools with 1260 scholastics, fortyfour regular classroom teachers, one
full-time music teacher, six parttime music teachers, four principals,
an art teacher, a visiting teacher,
spee~h teacher, school nurse, and
coordinator of elementary education.
During each six weeks' period the
classroom teachers meet by grades
with the coordinator, Mrs. E. K. A.
Moore. These meetings are held for
the purpose of exchanging ideas,
demonstrating the use of new methods and materials, discussing problems of common interest, and planning for special programs to be
celebrated together.
The theme of the In-Service Programs for the first semester is Improving Instruction in the Language
Arts Program. The following demonstrations have been given:
1. Manuscript and cursive writing,
-Mrs. S. V. Jones, Northside
School.
2. Experience Teaching depicting a
Unit on China,-Miss W. A. Hagler, East Ward School.
3. Speaking and Listening, -Mrs. C.
TEXAS STANDARD

J. Garrett, Mrs. W. W. Griffin
and Mrs. I. B. Murphy, N orthside
School.
4. The Assembly Program-demonstrating a combination of extensive reading and writing with

Principal Louis Armstrong and
faculty of the East Ward School
were hosts to the Elementary Teachers Fourth Six Weeks in Service
Training Meeting. This was a general conference of Parents and
Teachers held on Wednesday, March
3, of Texas Public School Week.
The Teachers' Session was preceded by a city-wide meeting of parents
who came at the invitation of the
Planning Committee and Coordinator to discuss such pertinent factors
as attendance, discipline, report
cards, testing, and health relating to
the general theme, "Helping to Improve the School Program." The
School Nurse, Miss L . N. Rogers,

NINE
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conducted a Sociodrama with parents in an effort to show the importance of follow-up on referrals.
Chairman of this group was Mrs. G.
F . Holmes of Southside School.
"Improving Instruction in the Social Studies and Science," theme of
the Teachers' Session, was an involvement of the following demonstrations and discussions:
Travel in Our Local Community
- Mrs. M. E . Whitaker, East Ward
School.
Living in the Coastal Plains of
Texas- Earl Drayden, Southside
School.
Working With Tools- Miss Alma
Montgomery, Northside School.
Review and Retention of Science
Concepts- E. C. McCarver, Southside School.
In and Around the Science KitJames Probasco, East Ward School.
How Good Is Your Program?Supt. R. E. Slayton.
Patriotic music, Texas style, was
furnished by the East Ward Choral
Group, Billy Muckleroy of Northside
and Gloria Armstrong of the High
School. It is hoped that from these
meetings teachers will be motivated
to make the work of the classroom
more interesting and meaningful to
the pupils they teach.
Spelling surveys are being made
in all schools, grades 4-7, and spelling certificates are awarded to each
child meeting the requirements.
Reading certificates are also offered
our pupils.

STANDARD

vin Alexander. During the first
semester the following pupils received prizes for winning first place in
theme writing contests: Bertrand
Christian and Maryland Hughes,
East Ward; John Frazier and Charles King, Southside; Williamette
Glaspie and Evelyn Burton, Rollins;
Jona Mack and Dorothy Faye Brazzle, Northside.
Mental Maturity Tests are now
being given in grades one through
six, and pupils are placed in flexible
groups- moving from one to the
other according to their ability, interest and progress.
Through participation in such organizations as Girl Scouts, Boy
Scout, 4-H Clubs, Safety Patrols,
Student Council, football and basketball teams, and School Newspaper
Clubs, our pupils experience social
learnings which contribute to the
development of better citizens, a
major objective in our school program.
Among the public relations programs spons®red by the schools are
Music Festivals by the High School
Choral Club and Band under the
direction of Otis Loyd and Jacob
Bridges; the Rollins School Chapel
Singers, directed by Miss Edith
Menefee; the Southside Choral
Group, directed by Mrs. G. C.o oksey; the East Ward Singers, directed
by Miss Delia Jones; and the Northside Group, directed by Mrs. Wilma
White Griffin; Mother and SonFather and Daughter Banquets;
P. T. A. Womanless Wedding, Queen

Coronation, Harvest Festival, and
numerous auditorium programs on
special days.
As part of the City Teachers'
Alliance we now pledge our support to the newly elected president,
Mrs. Effie Wilson, who is an eighth
grade teacher in the high school.
Mrs. Wilson visited in Haiti during
the past summer, and has told of
her many interesting experiences in
that area.
The Alliance recently presented
bronze plaques to teachers who had
spent a total of 171 years of outstanding service in our schools.
Mrs. J. H . Daniels
(retired)
• ........... ....42 years
Miss M. B. Hudson ...... .45 years
Mrs. M. E. Brown ........ 38 years
Mr. G . T. Robinson ... .46 years

7'4.' ~cue
Mrs. Nanie Belle Aycox expresses her sincere appreciation
to her many friends and loyal
supporters for their votes and con- ·
fidence manifested in the recent :
election as well as their encouraging responses in the · previous
elections; and pledges her services
to prove and ever demonstrate by
example daily being worthy of
the office of first vice-president.

Children are getting writing experiences related and unrelated to
the various units of work underway.
Teachers are finding short "drill"
periods profitable for those who are
slow in mastering the correct formation of letters. Theme writing has
become a major activity in our
school program. Children are frequently asked to express themselves
through written reports, and are
urged by the coordinator to enter
their themes in a prize winning contest twice each semester, prizes
being given by local community
leaders and social clubs. Standards
for the themes are selected by members of the planning committee
headed by Jason Whitaker and MelTEN
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Public School law
By M. J. BARRETT

•

,

the law is unknown to him
that knoweth not the reason thereof, and that the known certainty of
the law is the safety of all." . . .
Coke's Institutes, Epilogue of Book
3, Part 1.
The importance of public school
teachers and administrators knowing the law of their profession has
been cogently stated by the Supreme
Court of Texas as follows: "Teachers of the public schools, being the
important element of our population
that they are, the sooner and more
completely they are advised of their
rights or the lack of them, the
better."
It is in the domain of public school
law that some attempt is made on
the part of the state government,
through the mediums of the legislature and the courts, to provide for
and safeguard the rights of pupils,
parents, and teachers. The recognition of these rights and the corresponding adjustment of school practices are of extreme importance to
classroom teachers and administrators.
An old legal aphorism states that
"Ignorance of the law excuses no
one from the performance of duty."
In light of this, every teacher and
administrator is presumed to know
the law of his or her state.
It might be mentioned at the outset that public school law, like many
other special branches of law, has
many ramifications which produce
some enlightening and worthwhile
information for those who will take
the time to study it. There is no
dearth of materials on public school
law. Quite a bit of the material is
especially written for the busy administrator or teacher so that he
who runs may read.
Reason number one why instructional personnel of the public schools
should be acquainted with school
law is that they may know better
their rights, privileges, immunities,
powers, and duties established by
law in the form'. of legislative enactments or judicial decisions. It is in
this latter category that much of the
law governing the teaching profession lies. Even decisions handed
down by the courts of another state
may affect the Texas public school
TEXAS STANDARD

First of Several Articles
Dealing With the School
Laws of Our State

teacher. One of the earmarks of a
profession is that it is established by
law. This signal legal recognition is
conferred upon a profession by the
state because of its importance to the
welfare of the people and to the
state. In Scown v. Czarnecki, 101 N.
E., 276; 264 Ill. 305, the court made
the following statement: "The conduct and maintenance of schools by
school directors . . . however beneficial to individuals are not undertaken from philanthropic and charitable motives, but for the protection
and welfare of the citizens of the
state in the interest of good government."
The free public school system is
the cornerstone of our civilization
and the teachers and administrators
are the first line guardians of this
most important segment of our institutional life. The law has thrown
certain protections around these
guardians, and in certain areas these
guardians have little or no protection at law. A subsequent article on
the legal status of the public school
teacher will go into this more thoroughly. It is interesting, though, to
note that the public school teacher
is not a servant nor an agent of the
school board as far as the law is
concerned. This status deprives the
teacher of certain legal protections
enjoyed at law by persons who do
hold the status of servant or agent.
A second reason why teachers and
administrators should know public
school law is that the operation of
public schools is in the class with
"big business." In connection with
its traditional job of providing instruction, the public schools are engaged in a huge transportation
business, a vast restaurant enterprise
(school cafeterias), an immense entertainment cartel, and a colossal
athletic and sport concern. In all
of these areas, and in the instructional field proper, the personnel
working with these activities necessarily run some legal risks, such
as being charged with having acted
negligently in carrying out certain
duties or assignments. Administrators, teachers, coaches, and bus
drivers are "wide open" to a suit
for damages.
The third reason teachers and ad-

ministrators should know public
school law is that many new school
activities involve legal questions of
civil person and property rights.
Some of the activities that raise
these legal questions are transportation of pupils as participants or
spectators to school sponsored
events, whether a school dentist
should merely inspect teeth or treat
them, the operation of a school store,
religious instruction on school time
or released time, whether a student
can be forced to pay for school property damaged or broken by the
student, whether an administrator
can force the performance of a duty
which is outside the scope of regular
teaching duties, to what extent may
teachers and administrators go in
controlling pupil conduct after school
is out and the student is supposed
to be under the jurisdiction of the
parents, and whether dancing can
legally be required as a course in
physical education. These and many
more questions and situations may
arise to plague the administrator and
teacher.
In subsequent articles an attempt
w ill be made to lead the teachers
and administrators into the by-ways
and hedges of public school law in
an effort to point out the legal hazards and pitfalls awaiting the unwary teacher and administrator in
the little-known aspects of public
school law.
The January-February issu e of TH E
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Beaumont
Mrs. Johnita Henderson
Mrs. Aurelia Johns on
R. M. Mack
Henry Williams
Corpus Christi
Mrs. Daisy Anderson
Crockett
Mrs. Willie B . Houston
Greenville
Buford Jackson
Dallas
N. H . Dobbins
C. A . Hicks
Mattie Lawrence
Mrs. Elberta W . Lewis
Hempstead
Ollie Williams
Houston
Mrs. Bernice Briscoe
Mrs. B . S . Davis
Mrs. Pearl Dorian
Mrs. Helen T . Grant
Mrs. Et hel M . Harris
Mrs. W. H . Hubert
Mrs. H . S. Walker
Marjorie W . Warner
Henry H . Wyndon
La Marque
Velma Cole
Willie Mae Molett
Lufkin
Katie Martin
Mrs. Ruth Washington
San Antonio
Mrs. L. D . Balley
Lois Creamer
Terrell
J.C. Burton
Tyler
Mrs. Mildred V . Dean
Woodrow Erwin
Waco
Mrs. Hazel Dodd
ELEVEN

Platform Guests Opening Night.
Front Center, Founder of Colored

P. T. A .. ?,Jrs. Benton.

The Scouts Were There! Scout
Executive Arthur Livingston Presenting Charter for Cubs to Elementary School During P. T. A.
Convention.

(Below) Delegates.
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TEXAS STATE CON CRESS
The Texas State Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers carried
its third annual convention to Abilene--out where the west begins.
Despite the distance, automobiles,
chartered buses, and extra railroad
coaches carried a large number of
delegates, workers, and interested
friends to spend the greater part of
three days perfecting plans to further promote the welfare of children
and youth in this grand old state.
The Curtiss Cafe was the scene of
the opening activities of the convention. A board of managers luncheon
was served which opened the preconvention business sessions of the
executive committee and the board
of managers.
Mr. E. F. Green, principal of the
Woodson Junior-Senior High School,
his staff; Mrs. Sammie Curtiss, president of the West Texas District
Parent-Teacher Association; Mr. R.
B. Hayden, principal of the Woodson
Elementary School and his staff;
Mrs. Vivian Bennett and Mrs. Lucile Nelson, local PTA presidents,
their co-workers and others were
hosts and hostesses to the State Congress. Under their direction the
convention delegates, officers, visitors, and members were royally
entertained.

,

The convention theme, "New Responsibilities in a Changing Society,"
permeated the spirit and action of
the two day meeting. Dr. R. O'Hara
Lanier, illustrious president of Texas
Southern University, the fastest
growing institution in the Southwest, highlighted the majn program
with his forceful challenge to parents to accept their new responsibilities to their children and youth. Dr.
Lanier invited PTA workers and
leaders to attend a PTA workshop
to be offered by the University during the 1954 Summer School session.
The dynamic and beloved president of the National Congress of
Colored Parents and Teachers, Mrs.
Mamie Williams, in a stirring message to the banqueters on Friday
night, further clarified and emphasized the convention theme. Mrs.
Williams left her busy schedule to
fly from Miami, Florida, to Abilene,
Texas, to see PTA work Texas style.
She was pleased with the increased
membership, the excellent reports
from the six districts, the large delegation that greeted her and the spirit
•
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TEXAS BLIND, DEAF AND ORPHAN SCHOOL.
The first session of the Deaf,
Dumb and Blind Institute for Colored Youths, as it was formerly called,
began in October of 1887. The bill
appropriating fifty-thousand dollars,
for grounds and buildings was passed in April 1887. Seventeen students, eight deaf and nine blind were
enrolled.
In 1942, the State Orphan School
at Gilmer, Texas, was closed and
the children trans£erred to this
school, thus changing the name to
the Texas Blind, Deaf and Orphan
School. One hundred forty-seven
children are enrolled for the 1953-54
school term.
With the exception of a three year
pre-school curriculum, which is primarily concerned with orientation
and basic training in communication
for the blind and deaf, the school's
courses are designed along the same
lines prescribed for elementary and
high schools in Texas.
The requirements for admission
are simple; a child with vision difficulties, to be eligible for admission
must have not more than a 20/ 70
visual acuity in the better eye after
correction. Or any child whose vision is progressively deteriorating
and who will, in all probability, develop total blindness will be regarded as eligible for admission to the
school.
A child whose hearing loss in the
better ear is more than 30 decibels
at one frequency as measured by an
individual pure tone audiometer will
be regarded as eligible for admission
to the school. Children who have
lost one or both parents by death
will be regarded as eligible for admission as orphans. The school will
accept any eligible child in any of
the ab9ve brackets from six to fourteen years old. A child may remain
in school until he has completed
academic or vocational courses suittable for his needs or upon reaching
the age of twenty-one, which ever
comes first.
The accompanying pictures show
some of the activities at the school.
The school attempts to meet the
basic needs for its students. Vocational training is given in many
fields. A library is available for
work and pleasure. A well equipped
laundry and hospital are a part of

the campus. Those students with
faulty vision are taught to type and
read Braille and are provided with
talking books. For those whose sight
is not impaired too much, sightsaving materials are available. The
deaf, aside from using auditory
training equipment, are taught lip
reading, the sign language and
speech therapy. Religious activities,
in various forms, are a necessary
part of the training program. Leisure
time activities include Girl and Boy
Scouts, New Home Makers of America and New Farmers of America,
the 4-H Club, Choir, Band, Basketball for girls and boys, tours, parties,
movies and TV shows.
The program at the school is designed to develop normal girls and
boys who will be able to take their
rightful place in society.
Many improvements have recently been made at the school. A cosmetology department, which rates
second to none, is supplied with all
modern equipment, and colorful interior decorations to train the girls
in this field . The Home Economics
Department, where the installations
are the very latest and most attractive serves to acquaint the girls with
newer trends so that they will be
equipped to pursue a career or prepare for homemaking when they
leave the school.
The dining room where the students and faculty eat is attractively
decorated in tones of soft green and
has one of the best equipped kitchens in the city. Balanced meals· are
prepared by a trained dietitian and
served by a well trained staff from
the steam table.
The school is under the direction
of the Board £9r Texas State Hospitals and Special Schools. This
board recently allocated $180,000.00
for building a dormitory for boys.
The much needed building, modern
in design and equipped to meet the
needs of handicapped boys, is scheduled to be ready for occupancy
during the next school term.
Editor's Note : inquiries concerning admission should be addressed to J. C . McAdams,
Superintendent, Blind, Deaf and Orphan
School, 4104 Bull Creek Road, Austin , Texas,
or phone 53-3101.

•

Pictures on next page.
THIRTEEN

STATE SCHOOL FOR BLIND, DEAF AN
VARIED LEARNING

(Top. left) The B. D. & 0. Combo Won One
Round in the 1953 Local Amateur Contest.
(Top. right) Cosmetology Appeals of Deaf
Girls.
(Center. left) Visually Handicapped Students
Check and Repair Radios.
(Center, right) Leaming to Use the Braille
Dictionary.
(Bottom. left) Deaf Girls Cooking.
(Bottom. right) Deaf Students Ejoy Square
Dancing.

F AND ORPHAN CHILDREN PROVIDES
NI NG EX PERI ENC ES

(Top. left) Braille Typewriten Are Used By
the Young Blind Students.
(Top. right) Deaf Boys Gardening.
(Center. right) Deaf Students Sew for Profit
and Pleasure.
(Center. left) Modern Auclltory Equipment
Permits One Teacher to Teach 10 Hard of
Hearing Students.
(Bottom. left) Typing Has Recently Been Add.
ed for Hard of Hearing Students.
(Bottom. right) Blind Boys Weaving.

Pictures courtesy People and Places.
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A basic trick for making many Easter
egg novelties is to remove the insides without destroying the shell.
You punch holes in ends and blow out
the edible portion with a straw.

After shell has been cleaRed, you can
tape one end, pour melted chocolate
or gelatine into other end. When hardened, you have a candy egg or jello
mold for use in salad.

• ••
teachers who are looking
ELEMENTARY
for something new and different in the
way of an Easter project can cease their
searchings-provided they have a little in,
genuity, a supply of eggs, and some inex,
pensive art materials.
•
Small fry ( and high school home economics and art students) will delight in mak,
ing the party favors and table decorations
shown on these pages. And Mother will be
more than glad to cooperate if you show your
youngsters how to remove the edible portion
of the egg at home so that it can be utilized
in the family's food.
The only limit to your project will be the
amount of time you want to spend and the
resourcefulness of your students.

I
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The variety of Easter decorations that can be made from
eggs is almost unlimited. With a little encouragement
from their teacher, children will turn their imaginations

Doll caricatures can be made by removing the edible portion and then
using paint or crayon to draw on face.

loose and work wonders during art period. A tip for the
civic minded is to have the youngsters make tray decorations for a children's or veteran's hospital.

Curls are made from crepe paper,
and the body is fashioned by winding
paper on pipe cleaner or sucker stick.

You can make your doll stand erect
by placing one end of the body in
egg and other in empty thread spool.

Reprint from THE TEXAS OUTLOOK, March, 1954
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By FLOYD W. PARSONS

Texas educators are being asked

• •

to help build a symbol for education m the nation's capital by
enlisting 1400 life members in the
National Education Association
NEA Headquarten-1953

A NEW HOME FOR THE NEA
\Vherever you go in Washington,
D . C., you are almost always within
a stone's throw of one of the symbolic buildings- tributes to democracy, peace, strength, justice-that
dot the nation's capital. But you
cannot find a suitable symbol there
that expresses the greatness, the
expansiveness, and the productiveness of our American system of public education.
The nearest thing to it is a famous
address-1201 Sixteenth Street, N.
W.-where the National Education
Association, organized at Philadelphia in 1857, has had its headquarters since 1917. When it moved to
Washington, the NEA began increasing its services to children, teachers
and schools, and took a burden that
has grown steadily heavier with the
years._

One housing arrangement after
another has been outgrown until
now offices are so badly crowded
and scattered that inadequate facilities severely handicap the Association at a time when its work needs
to be expanded. The present headquarters is adequate for 200 employees but the staff now numbers
more than 500. To provide enough
housing, six buildings outside the
main offices have been acquired-a
hotel, a warehouse, a commercial
garage, and three residences.
There is no parking space for
those who have business with the
NEA. The work of the entire staff
is hampered by cramped quarters
and, in some divisions, the desk
space is less than half of that needed
for good work. Important papers
are piled on desks and floors for
lack of filing and storage space.
Creative work is difficult amid the
clattering of typewriters and other
office noises.
Messengers are required for shuttling routine projects from building
to building. Even so simple a service
as mimeographing a sheet of paper
requires a round trip of 12 blocks
to the duplicating rooms, temporarily sheltered in a warehouse.
These conditions reduce efficiency.
More space is urgently needed to
achieve the results which NEA members have a right to expect from

their well-trained staff.
To correct this situation, the NEA
officially launched its Building Fund
Campaign last July with the goal
set at approximately $5,000,000. The
money will be contributed in small
amounts by members of the teaching
profession and the new center ~
be built in units, on a pay-as-you-go
basis. The first unit is now under
construction, and the NEA's centennial year, 1957, · is the target date
for completion of the huge project.
Texans will play an important role
in helping make the dreams a reality.
They have accepted a quota of $210,000 to be raised primarily through
life memberships, as their part in
the Building Fund campaign. All
dues received from life memberships
have been earmarked for the new
headquarters building.

TEXAS
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Although each state actually will
have until 1957 to achieve its building fund goal, Texas' NEA directors
hope that the Lone Star goal will
have been reached before the start
of the annual NEA convention in
June of this year.
Waurine Walker, a former president of TSTA and current vice president of NEA, will be up for election
as president of the national organization and her backers hope that she
will be able to report that "Texas
has met her five-year quota in only
one year." New Mexico reached its
1957 goal last November.
March has been set as a month for
intensive campaigning in Texas. In
addition to contacting individual
teachers, NEA membership chairmen are encouraging each local unit
of the Texas Classroom Teachers
Association to present one or more
life memberships to some outstanding educator or friend of education.
Other associations may wish to make
the initial payment on several life
memberships for outstanding teachers rather. than . to make the total
payment for any one person.
The Colored Teachers State Assoc:iation of Texas has pledged itself
to sell at least 150 life memberships
in the state-which with those that
have already been sold will put
Texas over its goal of 1400.
You can buy a $150 life member-

Proposed New NEA Cenler--1951
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ship for only $15 a year for 10 years.
If you now hold a $5 membership
in the NEA, a $10 check and the
pledge to pay $15 a year for the next
nine years will bring you-immediately-all of the benefits of life
membership. This includes the gold
emblem, the life membership certificate, the NEA Journal, the NEA
research bulletins, and the volume
of proceedings for life.
The life membership benefits are
the same as those received for the
regular $10 membership fee. By
adding only $5 a year to that for
ten years, a teacher with a $10 membe:rship can become a paid-up lifetime member and payments will then
cease.
Every teacher who belongs to
NEA is helping the teaching profession make progress toward full
professional status. She also helps
supply the many new services demanded by a growing profession.
She helps supply the housing for
additional staff members and the
facilities with which they need to
work.
This is one of the troubled periods
of human history. Sound ideals long
held are assailed. Outworn traditions are tenaciously bolstered
against change. Schools and colleges
must effectively pl~y their roles in
helping to prepare a loyal, intelligent citizenry for the decisions which

will determine the American future.
Some critics of the schools say the
fundamentals are not being taught
effectively. Qualified teachers of
long experience are confident these
subjects are better taught than they
have ever been. Objective proof can
be obtained only through research.
New methods of instruction are
advanced on every hand. Which ones
are sound? Only controlled experiment will answer.
School building architecture is
undergoing changes. What type of
building offers the best facilities at
least cost?
What is an adequate professional
salary level? What retirement payments should be provided for teachers?
A great new medium of education
is available in television. How can
it be used effectively?
Should retired teachers get a better break at income tax time?
These are only a few of the problems the profession must answer.
NEA members will think of many
more and will help to plan the expanding program needed to make
teaching known as the greatest of
all nrofessions.
If you are interested in having
;,<fditional information about the
NEA or if you need membership
blanks, they can be obtained Jrom
any of the building fund chairmen
in the six CTSA districts.
Architect: Joseph H. Saunders, A.I.A
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NAMES ad NEWS
Theodore R. Chatham, principal, E. 0.
Smith Junior High School, Houston;
B. S. McMillan, principal, Burrus Junior
High School, Houston, and J. J. Wilson,
principal, A. J. Moore High School,
Waco.
:):.:

MRS. NANNIE BELLE AYCOX

ELECTED FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
OF THE TEACHERS STATE
ASSOCIATION FOR 1954
Mrs. Nanie Belle Aycox was named
First Vice-President of the Teachers
State Association in the "vote by mail"
election held in February. Mrs. Aycox
received 1127 of the 2557 ballots cast
for this particular office. Baymon L.
King received 851 and D. M. White 579.
Others officers elected were William
Batts, Crockett, Second Vice-President;
W. K. Hicks, Sr., Texarkana, Third VicePresident; Fred Batts, Waco, Fourth
Vice-President; Louis T. Morgan, Mart,
Fifth Vice-President; J. H. Clouser, Galveston, Sixth Vice-President; Mrs. Hazel
Harvey Peace, Fort Worth, SecretaryTreasurer; Mrs. M. 0. Sledge, Houston,
Assistant Secretary; Miss Mabel Kilpatrick, Houston, Departmental Secretary.

* * *

EDUCATORS ATTEND NATIONAL
MEETINGS
Among members of our Association
attending the Convention of the American Association of School Administrators in Atlantic City were: Dr. R. O'Hara
Lanier, president of Texas Southern University; Dr. I. B. Bryant, principa l of
Booker T. Washington School, Houston;
W. L. D. Johnson, Jr., principal of B. H.
Grimes Elementary School, Houston;
George Lacy, principa l, Lamar Elementary School, Port Arthur, and Leslie J.
White, Austin.
Attending the National Association of
Secondary School Principals in Milwaukee were: Joseph Jones, principal of
B1!1rnett High School, Terrell ; A. G. Hilliard, principa l, Emmett Scott High
School, Tyler; K. McMillan, principal,
J ames E. Guinn Junior High School, Fo1t
Worth; Everett T. Gee, principal, George
W. Carver School, Sweeney; John E. Codwell, principal, Phyllis Wheatley Senior
High School, Houston; William S. Holland, principal, Jack Yates High School,
Houston; I. B. Bryant, principal, Booker
T. Washington High School, Houston;
TWENTY

A workshop on State Association problems was held at the Moore High School,
Waco, on Saturday, March 6. Those
present and filling registration forms
were: Mrs. Effie M. Wilson, Longview;
Mrs. Victoria M. Davis, Carthage; Mrs.
Alberta R. Bastanes, Buffalo; Mrs. Conie
V. Perry, Karnack; Mrs. Allie Polk Charles, Liberty; David Daniels, Grand
Prairie; Leroy W. Chatman, Jr., Somerville; Thomas Butler, Alto; U.S. Morgan,
Franklin; Robert L. Gregory, Jr., Fort
Worth; Mrs. William M. Batts, Crockett;
Mrs. Nanie Belle Aycox, Houston; 0. J.
Thomas, T. R. Solomon, Prairie View;
Walter H. Harrison, Murlean Johnson,
Mrs. Mary Heads Carter, L. N. Walton,
Da llas; William Malcolm Batts, Crockett;
C. L. Wilburn, R. E. Bevis, Lafayette F.
Chaney, W. S. Collins, J. S. Henry, Mrs.
Lola Wiley Hicks, Fred D. Batts, W. R.
Gerald, Mrs. Ollie A. Posey, Loretta
Young, J. J. Wilson, Waco; Mrs. Velma
Scott Washington, Granger; Leslie J.
White, Austin.
Presidents of the six District Associations met in Austin in January to discuss plans for coordinating the work of
their Associations with that of the State
organization. President J. J. Wilson considered the meeting successful in its
approach to providing a unified program
of action. The district presidents and
the organization they represented were:
J. L. Everhart, East Texas Teachers Association; R. E. Bevis, Central Texas
Teachers Association; D. M. White,
South Texas Teachers Association; B. E.
Dade, North Texas Teachers Association,
and J. H. Henderson, Southeast Texas
Teachers Association.

P. H. Holden, 71, retired principal of
Burrus Junior High School, Houston,
February 22, in Memorial Hospital. Mr.
Holden was well known for his activities
as an educational and civic leader.

* * *
Miss Mamie McCoy, Fort Worth, retired. Miss McCoy taught for more than
forty years at old I. M. Terrell High
School now known as Carver Junior
High.

* * *
The following completes the list of
100 per cent schools for 1953-54:
QUITAQUE: Fred Douglas, School; Mrs.
Lena M. Simpson, Principal.
VICTORIA: F. W. Gross High School,
D. M. Marshall, Principal.
WACO: J. H. Hines Elementary School,
Fred D. Batts, Principal.
Moore High School, J. J. Wilson, Principal.
North Seventh Street Elementary
School, Mrs. Lola Wiley Hicks, Principal.
South Waco Elementary School, R. E.
Bevis, Principal.
WAELDER: Ralph J. Bunche School,
Travis Collins, Principal.
WASKOM: Central High School, J. I.
Hill, Principal.
WEST: Dunbar High School, M. 0. Robinson, Principal.
WHARTON: Wharton Training School,
C. W. Dawon, Principal.
WIERGATE: Wiergate Colored School,
L. A. Simmons, Principal.
WINNSBORO:
Dunbar
Elementary
School, Oscar H. Robinson, Principal.
WORTHAM: Wortham High School,
Thad J. Davis, Principal.
YOAKUM: Asberry High School, R. B.
Sanders, Principal.

•

* * *
OFFICERS 1953.54

GALVESTON TEACHERS
ASSOCIATIONJ. H. Clouser.................................. President
R. Haller................................ Vice-President
Mrs. F. Keats ............ Recording Secretary
Mrs. F. Jackson .......... Financial Secretary
Mrs. V. J. Dezon ..........................Treasurer
C. W. Moore ...... Chairman, Program Com.
A. W. McDonald ................ Parliamentarian
F. Windom ...................................... Chaplain

* * *
DEATHS
James M. Henry, 76, former principal
of the Colored Schools of Mineola, died
January 7 at Hawkins where he had
made his home since his retirement.
W. Marion Davis, principal of the
Junior-Senior High School at Baytown,
January 30 at his home. Mr. Davis at
the time of his death was serving as
chairman of the Secondary Principals
Depa1tment of TSAT.

WILUAM H. HARRISON

Supervisor of Dallas County Schools
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SUMMER SCHOOL
CAN BE FUN!
"As sacrificial as it seems, summer
school becomes a pleasant intellectual
experience, whenever I take time out
to be objective about it," stated an inservice administrator currently enrolled in Saturday classes at Prairie View,
and who anticipates attending the
1954 summer school sessions.
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College--its administrators
and instructional staff-feels that the
speaker was correct in his appraisal
of his previous and his anticipated
summer school experience.
The fact that graduate and undergraduate students, in-service teachers,
school supervisors and administrators
may spend their "vacation" period
by taking advantage of the opportunity to extend teaching certificates;
secure permanent teaching certificates, qualify for administrative certificates; earn credits for special services under the Gilmer-Aiken (Minimum Foundation Program) Laws or
obtain Smith-Hughes certificates in
Vocational Agriculture, Home Economics, and Trades and Industries at
Prairie View, should make the summer school experience very worthwhile one in terms of providing enriching academic and socia l growthopportunities.
Often overlooked is the fact that
summer school provides a wealth of
broadening-challenges. One is not only
cha llenged to execute his best performance in terms of classwork, but
he is extended the "dare" to take
advantage of concerts, public lectures,
institutes, workshops, tours, and organized social and recreational activities a lso.
Summer school can be fun-rich,
wholesome, developmental happiness
-if one seeks to make it so. It can be
well worth the alleged sacrifice.

PRINCIPALS HOLD CLINIC-A large group of teachers attended the Southeast Texas Area clinic
for the improvement of principals held at Carver School recently. Back row, left to right, are
A. T. Miller, F. R. Pierson. W. E. Tarver, J. H. Henderson, president of Southeast Texas District
Teachers Association, B. S. Griffin and George Lacey. Second row, left to right, L. M. Moton.
E. A. Adams, Herman T. Jones of Prairie View College, T. L. Inghram, J. L. Scott. L. S. Webster
Texas Southem University: front row. James Dennis, Hortense Robinson, Rufus Conley. Dorothy
Ingram who was elected chairman: S. D. Kane, consultant and president of the State Principals
Association: Faye M. Boyer. recorder: C. E. Stewart and B. G. Forward.

WEEK-END CLINICS FOR PRINCIPALS
A series of clinics, planned as a part
of the overall program for the professional improvement of principals, were
held throughout the state on Saturday,
March 13.
The clinics were sponsored co-jointly
by the State Principals Association, the
Texas Education Agency, the Southern
Education Foundation, and the Southwestern Cooperative Program in Educational Administration.
The following is a list of centers,
chairmen and consultants:
Abilene: Mr. Edward F. Green, chairman; Dr. J. L. Brown, consultant. Aus-

tin: Mr. W. B. Campbell, chairman; Mr.
Randal F. Sterling, consultant; Corpus
Christi : Mr. Charles Moore, Prin., chairman; Mr. Leon Morgan, Prin., consultant. Fort Worth : Mr. Kay W. McMillan, Prin., chairman; Dr. H. H. Hartshorn, Dean, consultant. Huntsville : Mr.
Scott E. Johnson, chairman; Mr. T. C.
Calhoun, Prin., consultant. Lubbock: Mr.
E. C. Struggs, chairman; Dr. J.M. Drew,
consultant. Port Arthur: Miss Dorothy
Ingram, chairman; Mr. Sam D. Kane,
consultant. Tyler: Mr. A. G. Hilliard,
chairman; Dr. John E. Codwell, consultant.
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Much of Our Progress Has Come the Hard Way

ENNIS A. GREER

A number of new school buildings
have been dedicated since the opening of the fall term. Outstanding
among them, not only for its modern
architectural design, but because it
is a tribute to the leadership of a
hard working individual, is the
Greer High School of El Campo.
Ennis A. Greer, the principal, has
taught in El Campo for more than
thirty years. The story of his struggle to provide adequate educational
facilities for Negro youth furnishes
an important paragraph in the history of education in Texas.
Greer is a native of Wharton
County, the only county he has ever
taught in. His thirty plus years of
teaching have all been in El Campo.
In fact, the school has never known
anything but Greer leadership. T. R.
Greer founded the school and his
brother Ennis succeeded him.
The latter was born near Wharton,
Texas, and attended grammar school
in that town. At ten years of age,
he was Sunday school superintendent and a year later was a delegate
from his church to a district convention.
He attended Prairie View Academy, after he had gone as far as
local facilities permitted, and received a normal teaching certificate
in 1919. He returned to the instiTWENTY-TWO

tution in f935 to receive his A. B.
degree and went on to Colorado
State to do graduate work. He did
not complete these studies, however,
until 1948 when he received his
Master of Science degree from Texas
Southern University in Houston.
Greer is reluctant to talk about
himself, but recalls that in his first
year in El Campo he had 17 students in seven grades and he was
the teacher for all seven, himself
being 17 years old at the time.
The 17 students had been encouraged to attend school by Greer canvassing the countryside in order to
get the quota needed to receive state
aid.
A Methodist church auditorium
was the only class room, and burlap
sacks provided the partitions as well
as stuffing for holes in the floor.
The school swelled to 45 pupils
the second year, and another teacher was hired. The local school board
pledged one-half of her salary and
the school had to raise the rest. Her
salary was $30 per month-Greer
was making $40 at the time, he
grimly relates.
In 1922 Greer's work justified
the construction by the city of the
first and only brick school building
for Negroes in the county. But again
the school board called upon the
resourcefulness of the principal. The
purchase price for the school site
was $150. The school board would
give $75 if the school could raise a
like amount. Greer says he sold
peanuts through the streets of El
Campo until the quota was reached.
The new building contained five
separate class rooms and additional
teachers were hired.
Eventually that building was insufficient to house the needs of the
community school So last year El
Campo voters approved a million
dollar school bond issue in which a
modern Negro school was included.
The four new edifices house 15
class rooms, a combination cafeteria and Homemaking department
and a gymnasium. There are covered walks between all buildings
and new equipment throughout them
all.
The modest principal expressed
warm appreciation for the · interest
and leadership of School Superin-

tendent A. B. Templeton and the
citizens who have helped make a
dream come true.
The years of sacrifice of the
school man have not gone unnoticed
by his fellow teachers over Texas.
Greer is a past president and the
current treasurer of the South Texas
Teachers Association. The organization comprises 30 counties of the
Gulf Coast. He is on the Executive
Committee of the State Teachers
Association. During the planning
stage of the Gilmer-Aiken school
set-up, Greer was one of eight members of a certification panel.
Many local accolades have come
the way of Ennis Greer. They include the office of Past Master of
the Wharton Masonic Lodge 99;
Joshua in the order of the Heroines
of Jericho; Secretary of the West
End Civic Council of El Campo;
founder of the Negro Boy Scout
movement in El Campo and scoutmaster for a long time; a member
of various Wharton County Grand
Juries and assistant superintendent
of the Sunday school of the Pilgrim
Rest Baptist Church, where he is
a member.
When the class doors opened this
year the original 17 students had
grown to 335 and Ennis Greer's
dream had come true.

THE YOU'NG AND
•

Continued from Page 8

simply feel freer to participate in
the classroom than others. I note no
distinction in this respect as regards
race."
Chairman, Department of Psychology: "Our one Negro student is
treated by his fellow students as
though he was white. They neither
ignore nor make over him. Further,
the attitude of the faculty is the same
as that of the students."
Chairman, Department of Geology: "I think each one of the
geology members would welcome a
Negro student in their class at any
level. with the same welcome they
would offer any other student from
any other race. In fact, I think there
would be a special welcome for the
Negro student, because there are
few if any Negro geologists."
Chairman, Department of Sociology: "The relationship between
Negro and white students in our
classes has always been satisfactory
in that they have mingled rather
freely during class sessions. Negroes
•

Conlinued on Page 27
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How does your garden grow?
This is the title of a pamphlet with
a message to teachers everywhere,
from the National Education Association, in an attempt to tell the needs
of 26,000,000 American school children; its efforts to help teachers
cultivate their professional garden;
its membership story and the support the organization needs from
teachers in building the new NEA
Center in the nation's capital.
Miss Waurine Walker of the Texas
Education Agency, and first vicepresident of the National Education
Association; Floyd W. Parsons, Superintendent of Schools, Beeville,
Texas, and NEA State Directors
Miss Myrtle Hembree of Dallas,
Dana Williams, Gladewater, Charles
H . Tennyson, Executive Secretary
TSTA, and Leslie J. White, Executive Secretary TSAT, are furnishing
leadership for this movement in
Texas.
The officials were instrumental in
having · the presidents of district associations to send representatives to
the NEA Building Fund Campaign
meeting which was held at Texas
State Teachers Association Headquarters Building January 30.
District representatives for TSAT
are: West Texas District, E . F.
Green, Woodson High School, Abilene; Southeast Texas District, Miss
Dorothy Ingram, Carver Elementary
School, Port Arthur; South Texas
Pistrict, D . M. White, Boling; North
Texas District, Mrs. Ethelyn M.
Chisum; East Texas District, Mrs.
Pauline Watkins Campbell, Huntsville ; Central Texas District, F. R.
Rice, Blackshear School, Austin.
The purpose of the meeting was
t o explain the unanimous action
taken by the NEA Board of Trustees, the Board of Directors, and the
Executive Committee, October 14,
1952, to launch a campaign to raise
a $5,000,000 Building Fund. This is
in keeping with Goal 3 of the Centennial Action Program, "a larger
and more effective National Education Association." The proposed expansion must, in part, be paid for
from the enrollment of Life Members during the next five years.
During that period the income from
TEXAS STANDARD

Life Membership payments will be
helping to achieve this important
goal.
In addition, Miss Walker explained that personal benefits of Life
membership to teachers embrace:
the Gold Emblem, Life Membership
Certificate, Special Life Membership
Card, the NEA Journal, the NEA
Research Bulletin, and the annual
volume of Proceedings- for life.
The quota for Texas is 1400 Life
Members of which Texas Teachers
State Association is responsible for
150 at $150 each, payable on the
installment plan of $15.00 a year.
If you have already paid your annual dues of $5.00 or $10.00 for the
current year, this amount will be
credited up to August 31 as partial
payment on your first installment.
Each TSAT district is responsible
for 25 Life Members. The following
persons have already signed up in
this campaign:
Miss Dorothy Ingram,' Miss Joyce
M . Howard, Mrs. Juanita Nicholson,
Miss Hortense Robinson, Port Arthur; J. J. Wilson, R. E. Bevis, Cleo
Jones, Mrs. Ollie A. Posey, Mrs. Ida
L. Toliver. Mrs. H. Miller Yancy,
Miss Ethel 0. King, Waco; C. A.
Thomas, Georgetown; M. W. Evans,
Belton; Colquist D . Yancy, Bryan;
Vernon A. Anthony, Taylor; B. C .
Murray, Hearne; V. E. Tinsley. Luther T . Wells, Jr. , Liberty; J . D.
Wiley, Mrs. MiJdred Whittington,
Mrs. Gladys Washington, Anahuac;
E. A. Adams, Beaumont: Mrs. Ethelyn M. Chisum, Dallas; E. F. Green,
Abilene: Mrs. Pauline Watkins
Campbell, C. E. Allen, Mrs. Phyllis
H. Allen. Mrs. Esther H . Bridges,
Scott E. , Johnson, Mrs. Australia
Robinson, Mrs. Mildred Stewart,
Huntsville; Mrs. Ethel W. Sadler,
Nacogdoches; _Leslie J. White, Mrs.
Algerene M. Craig, Mrs. Ruth McAlister, G. P. Norman, C. Paul Johnson, F. R. Rice. Austin; Garfield Hill,
Mrs. E. M. Hill, Mrs. Ira H . Johnson,
Earl H. Jones, Willie E. Jones, C. C.
Cooksey, Mrs. Ida M. Wedgeworth,
Mrs. Gladys I. Brown, Mrs. Ruby C.
Arterberry, Miss Eloise C. Brown,
Mrs. Francis A. Wade, Mrs. Allie
M. Harnage, Mrs. T. M. Barnes, Rudolph Phillips, Iola M. Whitefield,

REPORT OF RESEARCH
COMMITTEE
Early in his administration President R. S. Austin reactivated the
Committee on History of the Association and re-named it the Research Committee. He retained as
chairman, Miss Ellie A. Walls, who
wrote " Fifty Years of Progress," the
story of the first fifty years of the
association which was published in
1935.
Other members of the former committee were retained as resource
persons and new members in the
persons of Mrs. Elnita W. Stewart,
Dr. Ira Bryant, Mr. David Bradford,
Mr. Wendell Terrell and Mr. Emanuel Campbell were added. Three
meetings were held during the year.
The chairman briefly sketched the
general plan of the study at the annual meeting in November.
The discussion will follow the outline of the life history of a social
organization rather than take the
form of a chronological recital of
individual administrations. The main
divisions of the study are:
I. The Early Days of the Association-Preliminary Stage 1884-1910 .
II. The Formative Years- 19111922.
III. The Period of Rapid Expansion- 1922-1938.
IV. The Institutional Stage- 19391953.
V . Summary and Conclusions.
The final chapter will discuss
achievements and plans. It will include a study of the Commission on
Democracy in Education by Dr. Ira
Bryant, a study of Constitutional
Revision by Mr. David Bradford, a
study of the Sections by Mrs. Elnita
W. Stewart, a study of Integration
with N. E. A. by Mr. Wendell Terrell, and a study of membership and
financial growth by Mr. W . L . D.
Johnson, Sr., and Mr. Emanuel
Campbell.
The committee· is striving to include every area of service covered
by the sixty-nine-year-old organization and welcomes information from
all sources. It will especially appreciate documentary materials and
information about pioneers in the
development of the Colored Teachers State Association of Texas.
Violet Edwards, Gladewater.
Won't you follow through in the
vein of our slogan, " Invest for LifeBuild for the Future."
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The constitutional provision made
the existence of the fund changeable
to the state even before the legislature provided for the establishment
of free schools in the districts· and
closed the door to the probabl~ permanent alienation of the lands granted for the purpose of endowing the
public system.'
For some time after the admission
of the state the sparseness of the
!lopulation and the disorders growmg out of the war with Mexico hindered the carrying out of the
constitutional provisions. But on the
13th of January, 1954, when it seemed that the confusion of the war
had abated, and population was beginning to fill up the waste places
of the state, an act to establish a
sy~tem of schools was approved. By
this act, $2,000,000 were set apart
for a school fund in 5 oer cent bonds
of the United States, the interest of
this only to be used annually, and
to be distributed among the counties
for the support of schools, on the
basis of free white population in
each county from six to sixteen
years of age.
The detail stipulations of the 1854
act need not concern us here. Suffice
it to say that the pattern was early
set for the joint organization financing, and administration ol the
various school responsibilities by the
elected officials and the citizens of
the local communities. It is clear
that the state recognized its responsibility for the financial well being
of its system of schools when by law
the state treasurer was made ex
officio State Superintendent of Public Schools. Another far reaching
precedent was set by the authorization of the use of the facilities of
private schools for public purposes
should a demand for such arise. A
capstone was placed upon this system by 1858, when a law established
a University of Texas, with the fiftv
leagues of land set aside in 1839
and $100,000 by the act of '58 for
establishment and maintenance.
The ideal of the "free school" as
expressed in the Law of 1840 had
not been realized by the coming of
the Civil War. At that time the state
was paying less than one fifth of the
cost of the support of public instruction or teachers' salaries. The remaining four fifths were being paid
by the parents who sent their children to school; and this in the face
of the fact that from May 13, 1846,
one tenth of the annual revenues of
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the state, in addition to the interest
of the school fund, was said according to the stipulation in th~ Constitution , to have been appropriated
for school purposes.
However, there is some indication
that the interest of the $2,000,000
devoted to the school fund by the
law of 1854 was not in 1860 distributed according to that law. Perhaps
a reason for this is to be found in
the stipulations of an act passed by
the Legislature August 13, 1856.
By this act, the state authorized the
putting of the school fund out of its
own hands by loaning it to railway
companies, most of whose roads
were still incomplete, and whose capacity to pay was unknown. Large
losses from such risk no doubt occurred.
The coming of the Civil War had
a terrible effect on the public school
system of education in Texas. The
war clearly demonstrated that an
agrarian economy need hope for
nothing but complete social and political disorganization when it attempts to risk its fortunes in a lost
cause. The school fund suffered
under the default of the railroads
the repeal of its public land sourc~
of revenue, and the transfer of its
funds for the prosecution of the war."
Frederick Eby, obviously more interested in private than public education, is inclined to dismiss the
efforts of the state for public education as at best "paltry." If the
assertion that ninety per cent of the
Texas population came out of the
old South is valid, then it speaks
volumes that the government of the
Republic and the new state bothered
to make provisions for public education at all before the Civil War.
Her public school system may never
have worked to the fullest extent
before the war and may have faltered and failed during the conflict;
but there is no greater monument to
the progressive forces at work in
this state than the fact that her
organic law shows her determination to educate the people and that
in a region where public education
was virtually unknown.
The rehabilitation of the educational system of the state of Texas
began with the new constitution of
1866. Written to meet the initial
demands of reconstruction the instrument, in its educational provisions, repeated most of the stipulations of that of 1845. It rededicated
to the school fund, as the basis for

the endowment and support of the
free school system, "all of the funds
lands, and other property heretofor~
set apart and appropriated for the
support and maintenance of public
schools," as well as any that might
subsequently be set aside and appropriated. It further devoted to
that fund all the alternate sections
of land reserved out of grants to
ra~lroad companies or other corporat10ns, together with one-half of the
proceeds of all future sales of public
lands. Repenting the past, it took
from the legislature the power to
loan any portion of the school fund
and required the investment of it~
moneyed principal in bond of the
United States, the State of Texas
or in such others as the state might
guarantee.
The Constitution of 1866 put·
under the control of the legislature
all of the lands granted for the support of public schools in the counties.
While giving to the legislature the
authority to levy a tax for educational purposes, it especially provided for the Negro, not covered in
previous Texas statutes, by directing
that all of the funds which should
in such taxation be collected from
"Africans," or persons of African
descent, should be exclusively appropriated to the maintenance of a
system of schools for Africans and
their children. Renewed provisions
were made for the universities or
university contemplated in earlier
statutes.
The "African" provision in the
Constitution of 1866 marked a new
era in the annals of public education
in Texas. Lieutenant E. W. Wheelock, State Superintendent of Education for the Freedmen's Bureau in
Texas, rightly wrote General 0. 0.
Howard that prior to September of
1865 schools for Negroes were unknown in Texas.• As in the rest of
the South so in Texas, the testimony
of the eagerness of the Negro for
education and his willingness to support it out of his means constitutes
one of the heroic chapters in the
annals of the region. Educational
activity among Negroes, while car•
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. 'Fi:ederick Eby . The Develooment of Educa(New York, 1925) , pp. 104-109,

i1fo~ll~. Texas.

_" Frederick Eby, Op Cit. 150-51; Rupert N.
Richardson, Texas The Lone Star State, (New
York, 1943\. pp. 241-65.
o E. W. Wheelock, State Supt. of Education to
Maj . Gen. O. O. Howard. Deoar+ment of Education, Bureau of Refugees Freedmen :md Abandoned Lands. War Departwent, Washington,
?anuary 1, 11167 (MSS National Archives, Washmgton. D. C.) HP.re-in-after cited Ed. Dept.
B. R. F. & A . L . (date)
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ried on in the face of opposition of
the whites to Northern white teachers furnished by the American
Missionary Association, took on a
bustling optimism in many areas.'
Enthusiasm was high in Galveston,
where both common schools and a
Normal were in operation, and in
Houston. In Brownsville there was
in operation a night school for noncommissioned officers who hoped to
teach in the Bureau schools after
the completion of their work. From
the back country districts all over
the state came reports of many
small schools, taught by "colored
people of low degree of elementary
knowledge" and not supported by
the bureau, that did their part in
the early days of education for
Negroes in Texas.
The enthusiasm for the education
of the Freedmen tempted Brevt.
Major General J. B. Kiddoo, Assistant Commissioner for Texas, to
expand his operations in the direction of establishing free schools for
Negroes. He had made arrangements with J. R. Shepherd, secretary of the American Missionary
Association, to provide more teachers, and appointed D. Y. Allen,
agent of the Society, Assistant Superintendent of schools. Schools in
Galveston and Houston had, in January of 1867, already been declared
"free," and the other schools were
to be so designated as soon as the
arrangements could be made. However, the suspension of General
Kiddoo at the end of January and
the coming . of Major General Charles Griffin to Texas abated the unwarranted enthusiasm. The Free
schools were abolished, the rates of
tuition reduced, and the teachers'
salaries raised to $40 per month.
General Griffin brought to the
administration of the educational
efforts of the Bureau in Texas stability and progress.• The passage of
the Military Reconstruction bill had
of course a salutary effect upon the
educational effort because it placed
the ballot in the hand of the Freedmen. However, troubles were not
over. J. W. Allen still had trouble
finding places for northern teachers
to board. Only the loyal Germans
in the state made it possible for
boarding these people. The only alternative was hotels where insults
were sure to come. The case of a
Mrs. Dickerson, who had come out
TEXAS STANDARD

to Hempstead, Texas, from Beloit,
Wisconsin-only to be ordered out
of her boarding quarters to the
local hotel in the middle of the night
by the son returned from the rebel
army since her coming-is a classic
example of this situation. "Ruffians"
and "Desperadoes" continued to give
trouble, especially in North Texas.•
These difficulties did not prevent
vigorous action on the part of the
General. He proceeded, under authority of General Circular No. 5
from the Washington office, to grade
the Freedmen schools into primary,
intermediate, grammar and normal
levels of instruction. 10 He ordered
that each Sub-Assistant Commissioner should be the Superintendent
of the Freedmen schools in his district, and must visit to inspect each
once a month. Part of the difficulty
surrounding the building of schools
was relieved by grants from the
Chief Disbursing Officer of the
Bureau.
General Griffin gave the nod of
approval to the growing number of
"private" and "Sabbath" schools
growing up on the plantations, and
encouraged the Negro teachers who,
though their training was very elementary, went to these localities for
little pay where the whites found it
impossible to give service. Most
students of Texas for this period
have been superficial enough to follow the old idea that whites were
completely antagonistic to the idea
of education for the Freedmen. The
record does not bear them out. State
Superintendent J. T. Kirkman informed the Washington office in
June of '67 that a part of the success
of the bureau was attributable to
the efforts of the whites. Said he:
A very great number of the
planters, seeing the eagerness of
the Freedmen for education,
have offered to furnish school
buildings and have applied for
teachers. At Gonzales, Seguin,
Liberty, Marlin, and other
places donations of land on
which to erect school houses
have been made by white citizens.
Part of the antipathy that continues to surround the efforts of the
Bureau arises from the mistaken
notion that it pampered the Negro
and encouraged him in bumptiousness and shiftlessness. That was certainly not true of the operation of
the Educational Department in
Texas. Under Kiddoo and Wheelock

Negroes had furnished buildings and
paid tuition in town and plantation
areas. Griffin carried the work further in his Circular No. 4 of March
29, 1867. He asked his sub-assistant
Commissioners to "urge upon the
Freedmen the necessity of obtaining
titles to small plots of land for school
purposes and the erection thereon
of some kind of school building,
however crude, and to see to it that
such property is deeded to colored
trustees for the purpose intended."
Griffin intended to help them wherever they fell down; but it must be
remembered that he wished the
initiative to come first from the
Freedmen.
While Sheridan and Griffin fought
out the bitter politics of Reconstruction on both the state and the national level, the educational effort
was dealt a blow by an epidemic
which raged from July through
November of 1867. Only one tenth
of the schools were in operation at
the end of November, and many of
the teachers that had not died left
the state and declined to return. The
fund for teachers' salaries was exhausted and in arrears, and the low
price and small cotton yields among
the Freedmen forced them to take
their children out of school because
they could not pay the tuition. However, by the spring of 1868 the picture was considerably brighter, a
condition which the election of Grant
and the successful radical offensive
in the Constitutional Convention
and election of the late summer and
fall of that year did not diminish.
With the state in radical hands,
though all the Bureau's activities
save those for education had been
terminated in 1868, the Education
Department might still operate in an
atmosphere favorable to its efforts.
It is generally asserted by most
of the critics of the radical regime
in Texas that the constitutional convention of 1869 "did more for public education than any like body
that had preceded it" ... The basic
soirit of democracy that spea~
through its provisions is inescapable.
7 Charles
W . Ramsdell. Reconstruction In
Texas (New York , 1910), pp . 76 et passim :
Rupert N . Richardson. Op Cit, op . 271 : J . Mason
Brewer. Negro Legislators of Texas . .. (Dallas .
1935), pp. 5 et passim .
s First Lieutenant J . T . Kirkman , State Supt.
of Education to J. W. Alvord , Ed. Dept., B . R.
F. A . L. , June 1867.
" Report of the Joint Select Committee to
Inquire into The Condition of Affairs in the
Late Insurrectionary States, Senate Report No .
41, 42nd Congress, 2nd Session, pp . 19 ; note 7
supra.
10 Subjects taught generally under this grading
scheme were: Alphabet, spell and read easy
lessons, advanced readers, geography, arithmetic, higher branches , writing and needle work .
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Affirming much of the constitution
of 1866 on education, it added that
the state Superintendent should be
elected by the people. The uniform
system of public free schools appears again, with the added stipulation that the legislature should see
to it that attendance of all children
of school age for four months each
year, unless otherwise instructed for
the same period outside the public
system, be compulsory. It also added the remaining half of the proceeds
of the sale of public lands to the
half which had previously been devoted to the school fund. Very significant was the silence on the
appropriation of taxes of colored
persons to schools for their children.
It can only be said here that radical
ideals simply confirmed the original
Texas idea when this instrument
dictated the use of the public school
fund for the education of all children
from six to eighteen years of age,
irrespective of race and color.
Into this atmosphere of educational statesmanship and bitter politics
came C . H. Howard, Inspector of
schools for the Washington office.
It was heartening to the friends of
the education of the Freedmen, and
certainly in keeping with the constitutional stipulation allowing for the
instruction of scholastics outside of
the public system, when the public
school system of San Antonio agreed
to pay the entire salary of the
teacher in the Freedmen school. Few
students of the history of educational development in Texas seem to
appreciate the fact that the very
existence of the Freedmen school on
plantations and in towns made it
unnecessary to do anything, under
the constitutional provision, about
Negro public education.
The School Inspector entered the
state at Galveston." As was to be
expected, Howard found m a n y
Negroes there and a moderate
amount of educational activity. As
was usually the case, the American
Missionary Association was running
the largest and best schools, but the
general accommodations of the
schools were very inadequate. The
teachers were still being paid from
a fund peculiar to Texas, derived
from the sale of Confederate Government property, of which $5,800
remained. At Galveston Howard
met one of the four assistant superintendents for the Bureau schools
in Texas, Colonel W. H. Sinclaire,
who had twelve or more counties
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under his jurisdiction.
As the seventies rolled around
Howard was to see and hear much Rev. Welch continued to feel optiof devotion and hardship in the mistic. He noted an improvement in
school program. The danger to the attitude of the whites toward
teachers
persisted.
Twenty-two both the teachers and the school.
places in the state, of whi~h Bren- Indeed the attitude of the press, as
ham was a good example, were with- the comments of a Waco paper on
out teachers through the hostility of the activities of the O'Connor sisters
the local residents. The four mis- among the Freedmen there indisionary teachers i.n Houston had cated, was improving. Negro crops
been called on only by the wife of in the Brazos area were good after
Judge Foyle of the District Criminal a two or three season slump, and
Court in their two years of work. the demand for labor in the recoverAt Gonzales, a native Hungarian, ing flooded Colorado river area
teaching in the night school, was meant more money to build schools
attacked by five men on his way and hire teachers. Brick school
home, beaten, and thrown into the houses had been built in Galveston,
river to drown. The postmaster res- Houston, and Brownsville; and
cued him and helped him get away. frame in Hallettsville, Walnut Creek
The only encouraging thing about and W allisville- all at a cost of
this whole situation was that many $23,393.25. Also there were repairs
of the better citizens of these com- at Victoria, Webberville, San Anmunities frowned upon this activity tonio and Galveston. Normal schools
and gave their services in helping had been established at Houston and
Galveston with the aid of the Amerto keep law and order.
ican
Missionary Association. Welsh
The record of devotion was equally touching, relieved at times by thought at one time that the Bureau
high comedy and rascality. Teach- would be able to get some money
ers often labored to raise money from the Peabody Fund, only to be
among the Freedmen for their prop- informed by the Rev. Sears, in
erty and equipment. This was not keeping with his reputation, that
too difficult because Howard found the money was for schools under
them with more property in Texas the direct authority of the state or
than perhaps any other Southern city governments.
The radical pattern of education
state. It was difficult for Negroes
to buy property for school sites, and gradually absorbed the extra-legal
they often had to get whites, as schools, for both Negro and white,
Howard did while he was in Gal- into the public system. The laws
veston, to buy it for them. As concerning the elaboration of the
Howard passed through Houston to public school system down to the
Richmond and Columbus, where he constitutional convention of 1875
was met by Rev. Joseph Welch. Bu- need not concern us here. On the
reau Superintendent, he heard the eve of the restoration of home rule
oft repeated tale of schools closed for the state there is obvious an
for lack of ability to support a teach- accumulated backlog of experience
er, and because the teachers some- which would serve the state well in
times collected a month's tuition the making of a public program
for all of its people.
and flew the coop.
The long haul from Republic to
When Howard reached Austin he
statehood, through the Confederacy
was about ready, after his experiand Reconstruction had seen the
ence with the stage routes, to conever present intention to provide a
firm General Sherman's oft repeatsystem of public education which
ed remark on the state. However,
reached from the primary through
he was rewarded to find the school
the University. The Reconstruction
in Austin in better condition than
experience added the idea of proany he had seen or heard of in the
viding a similar pattern of education
state. He was encouraged by the
for the Negro group whose emancipromise of General Reynolds to
pation and citizenship had placed
protect all teachers of the Bureau,
him among the scholastics and acand to build schools in Galveston,
cepted educables. At no time in the
Houston, Waco, Brownsville, San
process of bitter politics and change,
Antonio and Jefferson. Howard
even before the coming of the radimust have left the state with a conExtract of Report. of C . H. Howard, Inspecsiderable mixture of feelings con- tor11 of
Schools, received May" 1, 1869, giving an
account
of inspection tour made in Louisiana .
cerning the wisdom of the whole
Texas and other parts of the South, Ed. Dept.,
effort.
B. R. F . A . L. MSS.
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TEXAS COLLEGE
Tyler. Texas
Accredited by
The Texas Education Agency
and
The Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
Member of The Texas Association of Colleges

1954 SUMMER SESSION
First Term (Six Weeks) .
..... .... ....... ......... ....... ..... .. .. . June I -July 13. 1954
Second Term (Six Weeks)
.. .... .... ... .... ...... July 14-August 24. 1954
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
will offer courses in the SIX MAJOR DIVISIONS
SPECIAL EMPHASIS .

a.
b.

Courses in SPECIAL EDUCATIO N leading to a certificate.
Drivers' Education.

WORKSHOPS ....

a.

Pre-College Workshop for High School Graduates.
June 14 - July 23, 1954
Home Economics Curriculum Study Workshop.
Consultants: Dr. !vol Spa fford
Home Economics Education
Rock Creek, Ohio
Mrs. Opal Jone s
University of California
June 14 - July 23, 1954
Cooperative Workshop w ith
Other Participating Colleges of Texas
June 7 - July 16, 1954

b.

c.

•

GRADUATE WORK ....

Leading to the Master of Education Degree
Approved by The Texas Education Degree
First Term: June I - July 13, 1954
Second Te rm: July 14 - August 24, 1954

For Information write: The Registrar
Texas College
Tyler, Texas
cal, did the state fail to recognize its
responsibility to provide some kind
of education for its Negro citizens
after the Civil War. The heroic record of the extent to which the Negro
citizens cooperated with any agency
interested in assisting him in getting
an education certainly justified any
step in the direction of public education for him as a matter of public:
policy.
•

Continued from Page 22

have participated, and they have always appeared to feel at ease. I
have witnessed no overt expression
of prejudice toward them on the part
of any white student.
"The faculty has made no distinction so far as treatment of Negro
students in the classroom is concerned. I am sure that Negroes have not
been unduly inhibited; they certainly have not been rejected. So far
as I can tell Negroes. have been well
treated by faculty and students alike
in this department."
'.J'EXAS STANDARD

DR. D. R. GLASS, President

However, there remain areas of
student life in which discrimination
has not been challenged. Negro students do not eat in restaurants or
drug stores off the campus, Guadalupe Street, locally known as "The
Drag." Picture shows in Austin are
still divided into theaters for white
and those for Negroes. There is no
mingling of the races in off-campus
social events. But in the central purpose for the attendance of any student at a university-that of securing
a college education- racial discrimi-

To Members of ParentTeacher Associations
Members of the ParentTeacher Associations may subscribe to The Texas Standard
by writing to:
Mrs. Lillian M. Downey
2407½ Thomas Avenue
Dallas, Texas

nation has ceased to be a barrier for
those permitted by law to enroll at
the University of Texas.

TEXAS STATE CON CRESS
•

Continued from Page 13

of unity that existed among officers,
workers and delegates.
Mr. A. A. Livingston, Scout Executive for the Houston area, sponsored an exhibit from the National
Headquarters of the Boy Scouts of
America and explained the citizenship and character training offered
through Scout activities. Texas has
more PTA units sponsoring Boy
Scout work than any other state.
Dean Hurd M. Jones, Head of the
School of Pharmacy at Texas Southern University, and Attorney M. M.
Plummer were visitors to the convention.
The 1954 convention will be held
in Port Arthur.
TWENTY-SEVEN

